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Relative Asymptotics for Orthogonal Polynomials 
with Unbounded Recurrence Coefficients 
JEFFREY S. GERONIMO* 
WALTER VAN ASKHE+ 
The asymptotic behavior of the ratio I>,,, q,? IS given, where ( p,( I ): II = 0. 1. j 
and (y,,(.v): ,7=0, I. 2,..) are orthogonal polynomials with regularly barymg 
recurrence coeflicicnts that are closely related. The result is applied to home classical 
polynomials. 1 IVY0 ,Ac.idemlc PK\\. ill‘ 
Let (p,,(.~): II = 0, I. 2, . ..) be a sequence of orthogonal polynomials 
defined by a recurrence relation 
.V,,(.~) = (I,, + I P ,,+ ,(-~)+h,,P,~(-Y)+CI,,P,, ,(.\-I (1.1) 
and suppose that the recurrence coefficients satisfy 
lim N,, :cII = LI > 0, lim h,, /c,, = h E R, (I.21 
II’ I II t I 
where c,, is an increasing and positive sequence which is regularly varying 
with index cx > 0, i.e.. 
o,, = n”L(n), 
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where L: R ’ --f R + is a slowly varying function: 
hm L(.ur);L(.v-) = I for every f > 0. 
I fl 
In [VaGc] the asymptotic behavior of the polynomials ~~,Jc,,,,Y) is given 
under the extra condition that 
The result is 
xexp (h;2) /“I , 
i 
tls 
do \’ (.Y - h.s)’ - 4fl’S 
uniformly on compact sets of @ \ [D. E], where [D, E] is the convex hull 
of the union of (0 1 and [h ~ 20, h + 2~1. and 
with Z(X) = .Y + \I s’ ~ 1. The root is such that ; is an analytic function in 
@ ,,[ - 1, I] for which Iz(.u)~ > 1 if .v E @ [ -- 1, I]. The asymptotic behavior 
of the product of z~,,, can be found explicitly when N,, = ufz7 and h,, = hn”, 
but is more complicated if the recurrence coefficients are not so smooth. 
We will give a method to obtain asymptotics for the ratio 
where (y,,(u): n = 0. 1, 2, . ,\ are orthogonal polynomials with recurrence 
coefficients {u::, hi:) for which again 
but for which the asymptotic behavior of ~,,(c,,.Y) may be easier to compute 
(for instance by using the explicit formulas in [VaGe]). Asymptotics of this 
kind are studied by Nevai [Ne] and Mate-Nevai Totik [MaNeTo] for 
converging recurrence coefficients (orthogonal polynomials in M(u, h)). It 
is clear that the recurrence coefficients (a,,. h ,I ) behave asymptotically like 
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the comparison coefficients [f$), hj)i, but in order to make our method 
work, we need to assume more, namely, 
(1.5) 
where A and B are two real numbers. This assumption and the regular 
variation imply 
lim n(ay,,,, - rrr,,,,):~,, = A.? ’ 
,i I I 
(1.6) 
lim n(hy,,,, -/I, ,,,, );‘(A,,= Bs” ’ 
,t -* I 
for every s > 0, where [.Y] is the integer part of the real number X. The 
condition (1.5) is natural: it holds for instance for ali Freud weights 
with HI a positive integer, in which case A and B are zero [MaNeZa]. In 
this paper we will prove the following result for the polynomials 
,i 
j?,,(r) =n (u;,;, p,,(x). /- I 
THEOREM. Supposr i ~J.\I): YI = 0, 1, 2, . ..I ore orthogonal polyt~ominl.~ 
,z,ith wcurrence coc~f/i’cient.r (II,, : n = I. 2. j und ( h,, : n = 0, 1. 2, .., : such 
thclt ( 1.4) und (1.5) hold. then 
lim P,,(~~,,.u)!~,,(c,,.~) =exp [’ 
sx ’ 
,I * I ‘0 J(.y ~ j7.s”)’ - 4a?.r’” 
4uA.s’ 
s - hs” + &Y - lx”)’ - 4a’s’” 
(1.7) 
The asymptotic behavior on the interval [D, E] is more difficult to 
handle because the zeros of p,,(c,,,.r) and of q,,(c,,.u) are dense on that inter- 
val: one actually knows the asymptotic distribution of those zeros [Val, 
pp. 121-1241. This means that both JI,,(c,,.Y) and y,,(~,,.u) behave in an 
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oscillatory way on [D, E] and the ratio on the left hand side of (1.7) has 
many zeros and poles on [n, E]. Note that for h’- 4u’> 0 the interval 
[II, E] is different from [h ~ 2rr, h + 2~11. Strong asymptotics for polyno- 
mials orthogonal on an infinite interval have recently been obtained. In 
these studies (see Lubinsky and Saff [ LuSa and references therein]) one 
begins with the weight function instead of the recurrence coefficients. 
2. PREIJMINARY KESULTS 
Given the sequences (~jj 1 and (h::). 11:: , , > 0. h:: E R (17 = 0. I. 2, . ..) we 
define q!‘)(.~). h- = 0, 1, 2, to be the solution to the following equation 
satisfying the boundary conditions 
(note that q:,“‘(.\-) = r/,,(.~)). One easily verifies that. for li fixed, qih’ L(.~), 
yj,tiJ! ,(.x-J. and qi: ‘f’ ?(.I-) are three sequences (in the variable m) that 
satisfy the same recurrence relation of second order. Therefore these three 
sequences are linearly dependent and hence there exist C, and C’? (possibly 
depending on h- but not on nl) such that 
By choosing rn = k + I and 117 = k + 2 one obtains C’, and C2 and the resulting 
formula is 
Define 
P,,(.Y) = 11 (+:‘, r,>(-Yi> (2.2) 
i I 
then the recurrence relation ( I. I ) for these modified polynomials becomes 
uf 
-v%(.~)=u:‘+, pi, ,b)+h,/M.Y)+Ii,j& ,(.v). (2.3) 
h 
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Multiply (2.1) by FL(s) and (2.3) by yi,t ‘i’ , (.Y) and substract the obtained 
equations, then one finds 
Summing from k =0 to 171 gives (with the appropriate boundary condi- 
tions) 
(2.4) 
This comparison equation will play an essential role in what follows (see 
also [GeVa, (111.8); Val, (2.2.7)] for this equation). Changing .Y into c,,.x 
in (2.4) then dividing by rl,,l(c’,l.~), we find 
,,I I 
Ij,,,(l.,,.y),q,,,(~,,.Y)= 1+ 1 (B,,(k, 777. -u) + A,,(k, 177, x) ) lin(c’,,.u),q,(l,,,.\-), 
h =o 
(2.5 1 
where 
A,,(k, tn, x) = Yh(“,,-y) (I:‘+, -uh + 14, , +Llh, I 
Yk+ ,((.,J.\.) “,i 
0 
Uh + I 
(2.7) 
We can write this by means of an integral as 
~l,,r,(c,I.y)IqI,,,,(c,,.~) = 1 + .r,:“‘l ” n{ B,,( [ml, Cnrl> x) + A,,( [nsl, [ntl, x)) 
x 17,,1~,(~,,.y)~‘y,,,,,((,,,-\-) h. (2.8) 
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We now need a few lemmas to show that the integrand converges to some 
function that we can find explicitly. 
LEMMA 1 [NeDe, Lemma i]. S~pposr 
(2.10) 
ard s ,,,, tm thr :t~tm of’ y,,(.v ), 
Proof: Since t > s it follows that for n sufficiently large 2[ns] + M < 
2[nr] ~ 1 so that by the Gauss-Jacobi quadrature formula 
1111 I 
c i,.,,,,, :qi ,,,, (.Y,.,‘Z,,) I2 (-~,J,,,,;id’ 
,=I 
The result now follows using Lemma 1 and the fact that 
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LEMMA 2. Suppo.s~~ 
lim u):.IIc,~ = u > 0. lim h)ij~‘,, = h. 
,I + i ,I * , 
2u.s” 
lim qr,), I((.,I-y);q~,,,~  l(c’,,.v) = 
.,- - h.s” + y(.Y - /xv”) - 4u~.s2x 
(2.12) 
Proc$ See [Val, p. 1171. 
Proof: Let us first of all note that the function appearing on the left of 
(2.13) is a rational function with poles at the zeros of the denominator. 
A decomposition into partial fractions gives 
1 q,(.u) qj,l. y ,(.u) 
0 
C1k + I q,,(.‘) 
= i, *- 
,. t, 
(2.14) 
where 
and x,,,, are the zeros of q,,(.r). Since q,7(.y) and qp :’ ’ ,(x) satisfy the same 
recurrence formula for n > k, the following Wronskian identity holds 
u:;+ , [q,,(.u) qjp ik’l(.Y) - q,,+ ,(.\-) qf :” ,(.Y)) =u:‘+ ,qx(s) 
so that the residues are given by 
h,.,, = j. ,.,I ;YA(-~,.,!) 1 ?. (2.15) 
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where A,,,, is given by (2.1 I ). Therefore the left hand side of (2.13) becomes 
(3.16) 
Since 
(see [NeDe, p. llSS]) (2.16) can be rewritten for 1.~1 sulliciently large as 
Consequently. for every 112 and 1.~1 sufficiently large (2.17) and Corollary 1 
imply that 
Here 2: = Ihj + 2a and ri is the distance from .Y to [O, E]. Now letting 
I)I + JC and using the fact that 
gives the result for 1.~1 sufficiently large. Now 
for n sufficiently large. This coupled with the theorem of Stieltjes- Vitali (see 
[Ch. p. 1211) extends the result to U? [LI, E]. 
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of’ @ [D. E], n~ifh [D. E] rhc cot~w.~- ltdl c?f’ (0 ) utd [h - 2a, h + 2~11. one 
I?,,,((.,,.Y 1’ 
I I ___ < exp M( I?, I??). (I,,,((~,,-\-) (2.18) 
1 
I 
( (2.19) 
(2.20) 
Proof: In order to prove (2.18) we will use induction on tw For M = 0 
both the left hand side and the right hand side are equal to one. Suppose 
next that (2.18) is true for all integers up to n- I. then from (2.5) 
Let M be such that for every k 
0 0 
< M, (k + 1) ” - ’ -“‘+ ’ (‘h + 1 + ‘k +’ < ,,,f, 
C’h (‘h 
(2.22) 
and let (5 be the distance between the compact set K and the convex hull 
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[D. E] of ( 0 j and [h ~ 2~. h + 2a], then i.\- ~ .Y,,,~~..c,, / > ii for .Y E K and 
tu < II. Now (2.14). (2.15) and the fact that 
x i, ,,,yh(-Y, ,>)I = I. 0 G/i < 1?? -- I 
i I 
imply that 
Equation (2.22) has been used to obtain the last inequality. In a similar 
way 
6 M’ (cay 
(iic,,)’ (k + I )’ 
Usin& (2.23) and (2.24) in (2.11 ) gives 
Then. using the inequality .Y CC ~ I with 
we find 
Ij,,,(C.,,.Y) 
I i 
“I ’ 
YJ (‘,,-y 1 
G I+ 1 [exp~M(n./i+!)) -exp 
h 0 
(2.24) 
This sum is t&scoping and results in the inequality (2.18). In order to 
prove (2.19) we use (2.5) to find 
Ij,,,((.,,-y) P,(c,,.u) “’ ’ , 
< c ,lB,,(k, :n,.u)l + IA (k ) l?h(“,,.x) 
Y,,,((.,1-~) Y,((‘,,-u) x , 
f1 1 m, z)/ , 
i I qr((‘,,.x) 
+ ‘y 1 lB,,(k, 171, .u) - B,,(k, ;, .\-)I 
h 0 
+ lA,,(k, 171, 9) ~ A,,(k, .i, XII ) 
Ijk((.,!.Y) 
I I 
___ 
LJk(CllS) 
(2.25) 
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The first sum on the right hand side of (2.25) can easily be bounded using 
(2.18) (2.23), (2.24) and the fact that M(H, k) < ,M(u. III) for every k<r~, 
giving 
By using (2.6) and (2.7) we also find 
and 
where we have dropped the argument C,,S for convenience. In order to 
simplify these last two expressions, we will use the formula 
This formula is true because for,j and k fixed both sides of (2.26) satisfy the 
same recurrence relation and for nz =,j both sides of the equation are zero, 
while for PI? =,j + I the left hand side is 
l-4” : ” q, - cl:” : ’ ’ I Y, + I 
This expression multiplied by a:+, is exactly the Wronskian of the two 
solutions (q,: ,j=O, 1 ,...I and (y)A:“,: ,j=O. l,...) and since the 
Wronskian is independent of j, one may choose ,j= k to evaluate the 
expression, giving 
(ih 
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which is exactly the right hand side of (2.26) for IH = j+ I. Using (2.26) 
then gives 
I, f II 
YhYh + I (‘n Y,Y,,! , I 
X-- 
;1/,y UI:), , (it,, 
Straightforward estimates lead to 
This means that the second sum on the right hand side of (2.25) can be 
bounded by 
Now use the expression 
[Ne, p, 281 to obtain the bounds 
and 
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Using these bounds gives 
which then gives the desired inequality (2.19). Finally. we turn to the proof 
of (2.20). From (2.5 ) and (2.18) we find 
IS- Ii +,: ( I B,,(k, nz, x)1 + IA,,(k, ttz, x)1 )- expj M(n. k)). (2.27) 
Now M(n, k) < M(n, nr) for every k < IH, and by using (2.23) and (2.24) the 
inequality (2.20) follows. 
3. PROOF OF THF THEOREM 
We will first show that the limit exists. Denote by B( [0, I]) the space of 
bounded Bore1 measurable functions on [0, l] with the supremum norm. 
Define the sequence { f;,(t): n = 1, 2. . . . 1 in B( [0, I 1) by 
(3.1 ) 
with .Y in a compact set K of @\ [O. E] where [O, E] is the convex hull 
of (0) and [h -2a, h + 2~11. In what follows all results hold uniformly for 
.Y E K. Standard properties of regularly varying sequences [Bose, BiGoTe. 
Se] say that for a regularly varying sequence [li,!: II = 1. 2, ___ ) with index 
/j > 0 one has 
(3.2) 
and 
lim i max 3=(), 
II- I d,, o sz A s ,, k 
(3.3) 
This and (2.18) show that the sequence (.f;, i is bounded. The inequalities 
(2.19) and (2.20) and the properties (3.2) and (3.3) also show that for every 
i: > 0 there is a finite collection {E,. . . . . E,,,) of disjoint sets in [Ol. I] with 
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union [O, I] and points .s, in E, such that for every integer n and for 
i = I. . . . . Ml 
sup l.l;,(.s) - f,,(,Y,)l < I: 
,c I 
This means that the sequence [,f;,) IS sequentially compact [DuSc, p. 2601 
and hence there exists a subsequence II, such that 
,I’(r) = ,im P,ll,‘,((.1P^) 
i ri (/lll,,,((l,i -y) 
exists, and from Lemma 4 one finds that this limit is continuous on [0, I]. 
We will show that every converging subsequence has the same limit so that 
the sequence (,f;,) converges to this limit /. By (1.5) and Lemma 3 we find 
that for 13 t>,v> 0 
lim nB,,( [KY], [uf], .Y) = -~ 
Bs” ’ 
82 1 I 
and if we use Lemma 3 with .Y replaced by .s+ l/t7 and (1.5) then 
lim nA,,( [KY]. [PIN]. .u) 
li 1 I 
4.4tr.c2’ ’ 
- 
, ‘(.Y - h.r”)’ - 4lr.T ’ ‘3 ; .y - h,y” + ,,i (-y ~ /$)2 ~ 4LIz,s77 ) 
= ‘4(.\. .Y). 
Hence if we take limits in (2.X) (Lebesgue’s theorem can be used because 
of Lemma4 and the bounds (2.23) and (2.24)) we will find that for 
o<t<t 
I’(r) = I + [’ ( B(.\. x) + A(.s, .\-I) ,f’(,s) ds. (3.4) 
L I, 
Clearly ,f‘(r) is differentiable in r, so that differentiation with respect to f 
gives 
f’(r)= ;B(L.Y)+A(t,.u); ,f‘(/) 
and the unique solution of this differential equation with ,f’(O) = 1 is given 
by 
.f‘(t)=exp [’ (B(.s, .u) + A(s, x)) d,s. 
” 0 
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Hence all possible limits are the same Of particular interest is the quantity 
f‘( 1 ) which is exactly the expression on the right hand side of (1.7). 
The proof of this theorem simplifies substantially if one assumes that the 
recurrence coefficients are “smooth” in the sense that (1.3) holds. In that 
case the polynomials { p,,) and ( y,, i have asymptotic behavior given by 
[VaGe, Thm 21 
P,S(.,r-\. 1 
,!!?I cn;=, Ii.,,) 
= lim 4,s (‘3,-Y 1
,i- I cn:=, -:‘.,,)’ 
where 
Therefore it is sufficient to investigate the asymptotic behavior of the ratio 
cm I -i.,,1 
cnz -(I 1 1 -!,.,I 
which can easily be done without using Lemmas l-4. 
4. SOME EXAMPLFS 
EXAMPLE 1: Laguerre Polynomials. The recurrence coefficients for 
Laguerre polynomials Lj,“(.u) are given by 
(I,, = \; t?(n + cf ) 
h,,=2n+cr+ 1. 
where a > - I (do not confuse this x with the index of regular variation for 
the sequence c,,). Denote the normalized Laguerre polynomials by 
p,,(.u) = ( ~ 1 )” ;n!/(cx + I ),, Lj:‘(s) 
As a comparison system we will use the orthogonal polynomials y,,(.v) with 
recurrence coefficients 
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Clearly c,, = tl. (I= I. h = 2, A = ~ r: 2. and B = -2 - 1 for this particular 
case. Note that h” - 40’ = 0. For the comparison system we have [VaGe] 
uniformly on compact sets of C [O. 41, where 
1 = 4 ( .\’ ~ 2 t \ .A2 ~ 4.u ) 
and 
By the theorem we have 
where 
1?,,(.\‘) = \I (r + 1 ),,.tz! [I,,(-\-) = ( ~ 1 )” I,;,“‘(.,-). 
Some straightforward integral calculus gives 
Moreover 
Therefore 
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In combination with (4.1 ) this gives 
This is in agreement with the asymptotic formula obtained in [MaVa] (see 
also [Val, p. 921) if one takes into account that the square root in the 
above formula is negative if .Y is negative. The obtained asymptotic formula 
also agrees with the PlancherelLRotach type formula given in SzegO [Sz. 
p. 175j 
EXAMPLE 2: Meixner Polynomials. The recurrence coefficients for 
Meixner polynomials (Meixner polynomials of the first kind, in Chihara’s 
terminology [Ch]) w,,(.Y; /I. c) are 
h = (1 + c)17 + pc 
l, 1-c . 
where 0 <. (’ < 1 and /i > 0. The normalized Meixner polynomials are 
7 
(.‘)’ - p,,(.\-) = ( - 1 )” ~ m,,( .r; p. c). 
V’ 111 ( PI,, 
As a comparison system we now use the orthogonal polynomials I/,,(.\-) 
with recurrence coefficients 
lsc 
hjj = ] II 
1’ 
so that c’,, = II, 
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Note that h’ ~ 40’ = 1. The asymptotic behavior of the comparison system 
is given by 
uniformly on compact sets of @‘, [O, h + 201, where 
- = i .Y ~ h + \, x2 -- 2hs + I ; , 
2n 
The relative asymptotic behavior is given by 
where fi,,(.u) = c ‘( /~‘),~:n! p,,(r) = ( ~ 1 1” P ‘.H! OJ,,(.Y: /i. c). 
In order to get rid of the integrals appearing in these formulas, we use 
(with o and h given above) 
( ~ h.v + .Y + , s? - 2h.S.Y + ,x2 )
d.s 
- h.Y + .s + \’ x2 - 2h.S.Y + .s2 
The expression appearing in the relative asymptotic becomes 
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These integrals can then be calculated by (4.3) and 
,. , ; (.u + .Y + ,, x2 ~ 2h.Y.S + .s’) 
= -210 .y+ \+ 
rls 
.’ L’ ‘.P - 2h.v.r + .s7 
= -2 log 
i 
.r+I+ v x2 - 2br + I 
2.1. 
All this eventually results in the asymptotic formula 
,im ( ~ 1 )” \& (,,i 7 f~l,l(t~s: B, 4 (211)" ( .Y ~ b + \s .Y’ - 2b.u + I ) ‘I 
r2-j I I?! 
i 
-17s + 1 + \,“.\-’ - 2bs + 1 “’ 
X 
~(1 -b) 
.\- - b + + ~ 2b.\- + 1 ’ ’ I .z- 
2 I -’ 
2b.y + I ) ’ ’ 
X 
-bs+ I +\/‘s’-2bs+ I 
I( I -b) 
.u+ I+v’.~‘~2bs+1 
2.Y (4.4) 
uniformly on compact sets of @‘\,[O, b + 2a]. This was already obtained for 
.Y < 0 in [MaVa; Val, p. 971. If one wants to check that the formula 
obtained there and (4.4) are the same, then one needs to take into account 
that the square root in (4.4) is negative for .Y negative, so that the function 
@ in [MaVa, and Val ] in our notation is 
@(.Y)= -(I -c)\/.+2b.u+ I 
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EXAMPLE 3: MeixnerPollaczek Polynomials. The recurrence coef- 
ficients for Meixner Pollaczek polynomials (Meixner polynomials of the 
second kind [Ch]) M,,(.\-; 0. q) are 
where fi E R and q > 0. The normalized MeixnerPollaczek polynomials are 
I-‘,,(-\‘) =
(ci’+ 1) ‘I2 
\ 2 (yI ,, 
M,,( .Y: 6, t/ ). 
We can use the comparison system 
LI~~=\;.i~2+ I n 
hi: = h 
so that c,, = n and 
,4=-x 
imp- I) 
2 
f3= --t$. 
Note that h’-4a’= -4. The asymptotic behavior of the comparison 
system is given by 
uniformly on compact sets of C ‘, [h - 2u, h + 201, where 
The relative asymptotic behavior is given by 
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= exp 
i 
-ii, ’ 
“(1 \/ 2 - 4dS.Y - 4s’ 
where 
and 
=4.u(&i) 1’ 
1 
I 
“0 .y - 2i.s + ,/.u’ - 46s.u - 4s’ 
to find the asymptotic formula 
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.\- + 2; + 
X 
i 
\ .\-: ~ 4CS.Y ~ 4 
I” ’ 
2.\- i 
which holds uniformly on every compact subset of UI [h ~ 2rr, h + 2a]. This 
is, as far as we know. the first time an asymptotic formula (of 
Plancherel Rotach type) is given for these orthogonal polynomials. 
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